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Introduction
- Our productivity can be strongly 

affected by social media we use. 

- During this unit, I researched 
about productivity of people 
after using social media. 

- So in today’s presentation I 
want to show you some graphs 
and results of my form. 



Why did I choose this topic? 
- I chose this topic because I was curious how can social media affect our 

productivity. 

- I also chose this topic because I think it’s important to know if social media 
has a negative or positive impact on our productivity. 

- In my opinion, it’s important because social media can affect how they 
work/learn and people have to know about it. 



Participants

- I had 12 participants. 6 of 
them were female and 6 
male. 

- 8 responders were in age 
range from 8 to 15 and 4 
from 30-40 



Each day you use social media for: 



How do you feel after using social media? 

Tired Motivated



Do you think that using social media 
helps you to be productive? 



Is there a social media that helps you to 
be productive? Which one is it? 
- 63% of all the people answered “Youtube” (7 people)

- 9% of the people answered “Facebook” (1 person)

- 9% of the people answered “Safari” (1 person) 

- 9% of the people answered “Wikipedia” (not social 
media) (1 person)



Do you use social media platforms for 
learning/working?



Professional research

- In 2013 there was a professional research made on the topic I chose. 

- This research was made by Faculty of Commerce, KCA University, Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

- Link of the research: 
Effect of social media pertication in the workplace on employee 
productivity

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ignacio-Gomez-Garcia/post/Could-someone-please-recommend-theories-that-can-be-articulated-to-the-topic-The-effect-of-online-social-networking-on-employees-productivity/attachment/59d62e8b79197b807798cbd1/AS%3A354747904217088%401461589899260/download/Social+Media+Workplace+Employee+Productivity.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ignacio-Gomez-Garcia/post/Could-someone-please-recommend-theories-that-can-be-articulated-to-the-topic-The-effect-of-online-social-networking-on-employees-productivity/attachment/59d62e8b79197b807798cbd1/AS%3A354747904217088%401461589899260/download/Social+Media+Workplace+Employee+Productivity.pdf


Professional Research 



Conclusion
- Many people think that social media platforms can affect their productivity.

- Based on my research, people can use social media platforms to be more productive, for 
example, use youtube for some videos that may help them with work/school, many people 
use facebook for their work

- I think that social media can affect our productivity if only you waste your time scrolling, 
watching videos, doing something that is not related to your work.

- In conclusion, based on my research, social media can affect productivity depending on 
how people use it.



Future Research

- Based on my research, productivity can be negatively affected by social media 
only if people use for doing something not related to your work. 

- On the basis of my research, many people answered that YouTube is one of the 
social media that helps them to be productive. 

- So a question for a future research can be “How can YouTube be used to help 
people be more productive?”



Thank you for your attention! 
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